North Dakota Lottery

Points for Drawings™ Promotion
Two (2) Samsung Washer & Dryer Sets

Official Rules
01-13-20

1. A player may use some or all of his or her points for entry into Points for Drawings™ promotion. The North Dakota Lottery (NDL) website and NDL Players Club website will include a description of the item or product to be awarded in the Points for Drawings™ promotion, anticipated entry and draw dates, and point cost for each Points for Drawings™ entry. Draw dates are subject to change as determined necessary by the NDL. The NDL will attempt to post all changes to scheduled Points for Drawings™ drawing dates on the NDL website.

2. Points redeemed for a Points for Drawings™ promotion earn entry into the drawing. The odds of a player being selected to win the prize in each drawing depend upon the number of entries purchased through the redemption of points by all players.

3. The point cost of an entry into a Points for Drawings™ promotion will be displayed on the website for each drawing.

4. To use Points for Prizes® points to redeem entries into a Points for Drawings™ promotion, a player must select the drawing on the North Dakota Lottery Players Club® website that he or she wishes to enter, designate the quantity of entries, and submit the order.

5. It is the player’s responsibility to ensure that the appropriate drawing and quantity are selected.

6. Once the entry order has been submitted, points will be deducted from the player’s Points for Prizes® account and cannot be canceled or returned for the point value of the entries.

7. Points for Drawings™ promotion entries are eligible only for the drawing for which they were redeemed. Unless specified otherwise on the drawing description, Points for Drawings™ entries are eligible for one (1) drawing only.

8. Unless otherwise specified on the North Dakota Lottery Players Club website, a player may win no more than one (1) prize in a Points for Drawings™ drawing.

9. NDL shall attempt to contact each Points for Drawings™ promotion winner by telephone and/or email, by using the winner’s registered telephone and/or email address.

10. The winner’s name and hometown will be published on both the NDL website and the NDL Players Club website.

11. A Points for Drawings™ promotion winner assumes the risk of loss and is subject to disqualification if:
   (a) NDL or MDI is unable to contact the winner within 14 days of the end of the drawing;
   (b) Contact or attempted contact is not acknowledged in a timely manner as determined in the sole discretion of the NDL;
   (c) Any other deadline or requirement in these rules or other applicable rules or procedures is not met by the player; or
   (d) A deadline or requirement that may become necessary is not met by the player, whether or not that requirement or deadline is contained in these rules.
12. There are two (2) Samsung Washer & Dryer Sets that will be awarded. Two (2) individual winners will be selected.

13. The drawing for the two (2) Samsung Washer & Dryer Sets will be held April 14, 2020.

14. Prizes valued at $600, or more, are subject to federal and state taxes. Prize winners are responsible for any applicable taxes and will receive the appropriate tax form and a Prize Certification form from MDI. Winners are to fill out the appropriate forms and send back to MDI. Once prize forms are received by MDI, prize delivery can take from six (6) to eight (8) weeks.
   (a) One (1) Samsung 4.2 Cu. Ft. Front Load Washer (model #WF42H5000AW); and
   (b) One (1) Samsung 7.5 Cu. Ft. Front Load Electric Dryer (model #DV42H5000EW)
   (c) Prize Value: $2,056.94 (includes shipping & handling)

15. Per NDCC 10-16-10-04. Additional conditions. Subsection 11: The North Dakota Lottery reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to modify, suspend, postpone, or cancel, with or without notice, any portion of this promotion at any time and for any reason, including the award of any prize with the approval of the North Dakota Lottery’s director or the director's designee.

16. Winners are subject to set off of certain debts. If a drawing winner fails to satisfy an outstanding debt within the time frame specified by the NDL, then the NDL may, at its sole discretion disqualify the winner and the next alternate may become the winner. This rule pertains to cash prizes only and excludes any merchandise prize won.

17. A decision to replace a winner with an alternate is within the sole discretion and judgment of the NDL. Once the decision to proceed with an alternate is made, the person who previously was selected as the prize winner is no longer entitled to a prize.

18. Points for Drawings™ prizes are non-transferable.

19. The NDL will not exchange a Points for Drawings™ prize for cash.